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Igcse economics study guide

Looking for downloadable and free notes and resources for IGCSE Finance? You came to the right place! This article will cover 2 main topics. You can find the downloadable version at the end of this blog article! The content tested for IGCSE economics is as follows: 1 The main economic problemThe main
problemStometic ideas and concepts that support the study of economic key economic problems, factors of production, opportunity costs and curved production capacities. 2 The allocation of resourcesPonic principles of resource allocationPresponse mechanism Demand and balance of the supply market and imbalance
elasticity 3 Microeconomic decision-makersWingers; banks, households, workers, trade unions and businesses4 Government and macro-economy5 Economic development6 International trade and globalizationEal trade between countriesLocal developmentLocally covered in this articleBasic economic problemDealing
of resources1 The main economic problem Production factors 1 LandLand refers to all natural resources that are free gifts of nature. 2. Work efforts Made mentally or physically for the purpose of obtaining income shall be known as work. 3. Artificial capital goods used for the further production of wealth shall be included
in the capital. 4. Entrepreneur is a person who organizes the other factors and assumes the risks and uncertainties involved in production. Opportunity Cost According to the dictionary, opportunity cost means the loss of other alternatives when an alternative is selected. From an economic point of view, this means the
benefits that one person, investor or business loses when choosing an alternative to another. A resource's opportunity cost also refers to the value of the next highest alternative use value for that resource. When economists use the word cost, they usually mean opportunity costs. Some examples to help you better
understand what opportunity costs mean. ExampleSomeone quits going to see a movie to study for a try in order to get a good grade. The opportunity cost is the cost of the film and the pleasure of seeing it. Tony buys a pizza and with the same money he could buy a drink and a hot dog. The opportunity cost is drink and
hot dog. You decide to spend $80 on some big shoes and don't pay your electric bill. The opportunity cost is to have electricity turned off, having to pay an activation fee and late charges. You may also have food in the fridge that gets destroyed which will add to the total cost. Production Capabilities Curve A Curve
maximum production of two goods using a fixed amount of inputs. Input is any combination of the four factors of production. Each point of the curve shows how much each good will produce when resources shift from doing more than one good and less than the other. **The curve measures the compensation between
the production of one good versus another. ExampleSeal Economy produce 20,000 oranges and 120,000 apples. In the graph, this is point B. If he wants to produce more oranges, he needs to produce fewer apples. By describing this compensation, the curve shows the meaning of opportunity costs. Doing more than
one good will cost society the opportunity to do more than the other good. A border economy has the highest standard of living, producing as much as it can using its own resources. If the quantity produced is within the curve, not all resources are used. In the graph, this would be point E. One possible reason could be a
recession or depression when there is not enough demand for either good. Content SummarySpast this quick crossword to test your understanding of the first issue of IGCSE Finance. 2 The price allocation mechanism refers to the price system where the forces of demand and supply determine commodity prices and
their changes. It is also the result of the free play of market forces of demand and supply. It is the buyers and sellers who really determine the price of a commodity. However, sometimes the government controls the price mechanism to make goods affordable for poor people too. The price mechanism is a mechanism
where prices play a key role in guiding the activities of producers, consumers and resource suppliers. Demand and Supply What is the law of supply and demand? It is a theory that explains the interaction between resource sellers and buyers for this resource. Determines what effect the relationship has between the
availability of a particular product and the desire (or demand) for that product in its price. Various independent factors can influence the form of supply and demand in the market. It would affect both prices and the quantities we see in the markets. Generally, low supply and high demand growth price and vice versa. Law
of Demand The Law of Demand says that at higher prices, buyers will require less than an economic good. Moving along CurveA demand change in price causes a move along the demand curve. A price increase from $12 to $16 is causing a move along the demand curve. Quantity Demand is reduced from 80 to 60.
The shift of the demand curveA shift in the demand curve occurs when the entire demand curve moves to the right or left. For example, an increase in income would mean that people can afford to buy more widgets, even at the same price. The demand curve could shift right for the following reasons: Good became more
popular The price of a good increasesI price of a supplement good reductionA increase in income Law of Supply The law of supply says that at higher prices, sellers will provide more than one economic good. In other words, the tender law stipulates that as the price of an item increases, suppliers will try to maximize their
profits by increasing the quantity offered for sale. The offer in a market can be depicted as curve showing how the quantity supplied will correspond to different values over a period of time. Movement along the quote curve Shifts to the bid curveBy the leftFrom this chart, we can say that there is a drop in supply if it shifts
left. This also causes the value to be higher. On the rightThe chart shows an increase in supply and a decrease in price. This could be the case for the following reasons: Reduction of production costsPersity in capacityEditory supplyCagorical improvementsSeal taxes Attacking market balance Producers and producers
react differently to price changes. Higher prices tend to reduce demand while encouraging supply and lower prices increase demand while discouraging supply. Economic theory shows that in a free market there will be a single price that puts demand and supply in balance, called the equilibrium price. Both parties require
the rare resource available to the other and, therefore, there is a significant incentive to exchange. ExamplePrice (p)Quantity Provided Quantity Required 8020000701800200601600400501400600401200800301000100020801200100100140004001600016000As can see, this market will be in balance at the price of 30p
per soft drink. At this price, the demand for drinks from students equals supply, and the market will clean up. There will be no excessive demand or supply at 30p. How is the balance determined? At a price higher than the balance, demand will be less than 1000, but supply will be above 1000 and there will be a supply
surplus in the short term. Graphically, we can say that demand contracts in-between along the curve. That, the supply curve extends outwards along the curve. Both of these changes are called movement along the demand or supply curve. This is in response to a price change. ElasticityA elasticity The elasticity of the
requirement Demand elasticity refers to the measure of the change in the quantity required or purchased of a product in relation to the change in its price. The easier a buyer can replace one product with a rising price for another, the more the price will drop - be flexible. Example If the price of coffee goes up, people will
have no problem switching to tea. Demand for coffee will decrease. This is because coffee and tea are considered good substitutes for each other. Indusive examples will include luxury items where buyers pay for the privilege of buying a brand, addictive products and required additional products. Time also matters. The
response of demand to price fluctuations is different for a one-day sale than for a price change during the of a season or a year. The price elasticity of supplyPrice's elasticity measures the response to the provision of a good or service after a change in its purchase price. According to basic economic theory, the offer of
good increases when its price increases. FormulaPrice supply elasticity = % Change in supply / % Change in priceThere are different types of elasticity of supply Perfect Perfect offer Relatively inflexible offerOnly elastic offerPerspastic elastic offerPerfectly elastic offerThis occurs when the PES formula equals 0. That is,
there is no change in the quantity provided when the price changes. Relatively indlexible offerThe PES for relatively ineminable supply is between 0 and 1. This means that the percentage change in the quantity supplied changes by a percentage lower than the rate of price change. Unit Elastic SupplyUnit Elastic Supply
has a PES of 1. The quantity supplied changes by the same percentage as the price change. Relatively flexible offerDity of prices greater than 1 means that the offer is relatively flexible. The quantity supplied changes by a greater percentage than the price change. Perfect elastic SupplyThe PES for perfect elastic supply
is infinite. The quantity supplied is unlimited at a given price, but no quantity can be supplied at any other price. Content Summary Check your understanding of IGCSE Finance Topics 2 by completing this crossword. Download the resource here! IGCSE Economics 2020For more IGCSE 2020 Economics Notes, visit the
blog page. Read this blog article on IGCSE English Journal 3 here! Tutopiya offers 1-1 Live Online Teaching for IGCSE students aged 8 to 19. Our teachers are trained to teach online effectively. There are other curricula on offer, such as IB, IGCSE and SAT. Visit our homepage here. There are many topics on offer
here, including IGCSE Finance. Bridging lessons are also available here. Sign up for your free 1 hour trial today! Or you can fill out this trial form to redeem your free trial! Reach any of our experts to arrange your online tuition. Experience online learning today! Today!
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